MIS Systems Corp announces the availability of the latest OLE DB client server tool for Visual Basic & the AS/400

Nashville, TN @ Convention Center Oct 25, 2000-- MIS Systems Corp announces
the availability of the latest product in the Client/Server arena ACE/400 for AS/400. With
ACE400 OLE DB connectivity for Visual basic, a new era in Rapid application development
and deployment is open. Unlike other connectivity tools available today, our OLE DB
distinguishes itself by being a true OLE DB Provider, not just an ODBC wrapper. ACE/400
fully integrates into your development environment and facilitates using other PC tools on the
AS/400. Our OLE DB Solution implements Native Access to the AS/400 for Visual Basic
Developers and expands our Record Level Access Technology, which is our main advantage.
This new software release puts VB database connectivity for the AS/400 at an even ground
with several third party tools in the field of database access. Our layer that provides API
access is still available, but should be reduced to functionalities not directly acknowledged by
the OLE DB driver. ACE/400 continues to be the most advanced Client/Server tool that
integrates AS/400 with Visual Basic and uses native commands and record level access. It
gives the Visual Basic developers seamless access to the AS/400 platform. It shields them
from the complexity of coding advanced APIs to access AS/400 data, and brings rapid
application development to the VB – AS/400 developer community.
"We continue on our target to become the standard in Client Server solution for the AS/400.
Our customers success stories speak well of our team; we converted tens of Delphi/400
customers to ACE/400. We will continue to offer customers burdened by the failed and
buggy solutions with a reliable and solid platform, and I’m personally committed to it” Said
Al Malek CEO of MIS Systems.

OLE DB, Visual Basic, Delphi/400 are registered trade mark of their respective owners.

MIS Systems was founded in 1993. It develops, sales, and supports information systems
solutions for the AS/400 Community. Strong by a network of over 500 user sites worldwide.

MIS Systems is headquartered in Nashville, TN.
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